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During 1967/ Two new magazines appeared: "Design" 
produced by the Industrial Design Council of Aus-
tralia, strong on good layout, a little weak on con-
tent, but a welcome arrival, and "Now" a pocket-size 
architectural digest containing abstracts of articles 
from architectural magazines throughout the world/ 
Harry Seidler won the Wilkinson Award again (C.S. 
No. 180)/ Harry Seidler said in the Bulletin Oct. 21, 
67, apropos the staff of architecture schools at Sydney 
and N.S.W. universities "They get rejects from Eng-
land, second-rate people in obscure academic posts 
over there", Don Gazzard agreed with him, and Mor-
ton Herman agreed with Don Gazzard that there was 
insufficient emphasis on the technical side. In regard 
to the architect client relationship Gazzard thought a 
"kind of Indonesian confrontation between him (the 
arch't) and the client always produces the best results", 
Seidler said the architect's "got to be a bulldozer", 
Graham Thorp thought that in the office field there 
was a "vast improvement in aesthetic understanding 
by clients in the past few years". Seidler wanted 
clients "turned into informed snobs", Ted Farmer de-
plored clients' obsessions "with keeping up with the 
Joneses". Nigel Ashton sought an improvement of the 
more irrational fire regulations/ Speaking at a con-
ference of the Urban Land Institute of Australia, Mr. 
J. J. Prendergast acclaimed the automobile, which, 
contrary to some theories, need not strangulate and 
congest cities, citing the example of Los Angeles, 
where in peak traffic it was possible to cross from one 
side of the city to the other in 90 minutes, and adding 
that L.A. is the only central city within the 15 largest 
metropolitan areas of the U.S. that is still growing. 
Mr. Prendergast is Chief Engineer and director of 
product development for the Ford Co. of Australia/ 
Harry Seidler stood for the Senate as an Australian 
Reform Party candidate/ Paul Ritter got the sack in 
Perth/ Two books on the Sydney Opera House were 
published (C-S No. 177 and No. 180/ Clubbe Hall, 
Mittagong, N.S.W. (C-S No. 171) won the Blackett 
Award for archts. Allen Jack & Cottier/ Sir Arthur 
Stephenson, legendary architect and respected grand-
father image of the profession, died, aged 77./ The 
Sydney Opera House, sailing along with a new crew, 
became more difficult to contact from the shore/ The 
drought and ensuing water restrictions had Mclbur-
nians suddenly concerned about total services for the 
urban environment/ Sydney had a beer shortage/ A 
Melbourne archt. wrote to C-S complaining of two 
questions on the R.M.I.T. exam paper for architectural 
draftsmen viz. "What is a Bolection mould?", Describe 
etc. Double Flemish Bond"! C-S faced the prospect of 
only one libel suit for the year. 
¶ Mr. D. A. L. Saunders, Senior Lecturer in Architec-
ture at the University of Melbourne and a former 
Editor of Cross-Section (1954-59), will take up an 
appointment in Jan. 1968 as Senior Lecturer in Fine 
Arts, Power Institute, University of Sydney. 
¶ The Director of Town Planning for the NCDC, Mr. 
Peter Harrison, has resigned and has taken the post of 
senior research fellow in urban research at the A.N.U. 
¶ The joint select committee of Federal parliament has 
endorsed the 1958 Cabinet decision that a new Parlia-
ment House should be built on the shore of Lake 
Burley Griffin. It is expected that several more years 
will go by before planning of a new building will 
commence. 
¶ The Master Builders' Association of Tasmania has de-
clared their intention to re-activate moves for registra-
tion of builders in that State. Similar moves are likely 
in Queensland. 
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The German Pavilion by Dr. Ing. G. Lippsmeier, Arch. 
(Dusseldorf), at the Sydney Trade Fair. The perfect 
switched-on, plugged-in, clipped-together plastic space 
age pavilion to show electronic and optical gear, in-
cluding a life-size working plastic almost-woman. It's 
West German, although the East was showing one too. 
¶ The State Planning Authority of N.S.W. has submitted 
its report on Sydney. The report estimates that Sydney 
requires an urban expansion of 360 square miles to 
cope with an expected population of 5 million in the 
year 2000. The total area of the city will be twice its 
present size. Also envisaged are four more univer-
sities and a third major airport and an extra 23,000 
acres of open space. The report is entitled "Sydney 
Region, Growth and Change: Prelude to a Plan". Ten 
thousand copies will be distributed to local authorities 
for comment and their views on how the problem of 
urban expansion can be solved. 
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This pair of two-storied houses on Mackinnon Par-
ade, North Adelaide, received the Award of Merit from 
the S.A. Chapter of the R.A.I.A. Adelaide City Council 
regulations would normally prevent two houses being 
built upon such a small site, but special approval was 
obtained on the basis that the buildings be construc-
ted simultaneously and to certain minimum standards. 
In terms of architectural quality, a minimum standard 
has been well exceeded. Planning generally is similar 
for each, kitchen dining and living on ground floor, 
bedrooms and bathroom on first floor. Materials—
rough textured brick inside and outside, bound straw 
ceilings, exposed rafters and first-floor joists. Dickson 
& Platten, archts. 



¶ Quick quiz. How many of these buildings, and their 
architects, can you identify? Each building has ap-
peared at least twice in architectural journals over the 
past few years. These are some of the key buildings 
which will influence architects' work in years to come. 
Some may turn out to have become classics of their 
time. Say which you think will be which and keep 
this issue of Cross-Section for five years, and verify 
your forecast. Sorry, no prizes. Answers on next page. 
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1. Hope Lutheran Church, Minnesota, arch. Ralph 
Rapson. 

2. Frug House, Scheme 1, N.J., arch. R. Venturi & 
J. Rauch. 

3. Frug House Scheme 2, N.J., arch. R. Venturi & J. 
Rauch. 

4 & 5. Fine Arts Centre, U. of Mass., arch. Kevin 
Roche. 

6. Boston City Hall, arch. Kallmann, McKinnell & 
Knowles. 

7. Boston Govt. Service Centre, arch. Paul Rudolph. 
8. Goddard Library, Mass., arch. John M. Johansen. 
9. National Centre for Atmospheric Research, Calif., 

arch. I. M. Pei. 
10. House, Oakland, Calif., arch. Joseph Esherick. 
11. Richards Medical Bldg., U. of Penn., arch. Louis 

Kahn. 
12.  Herb House, Oklahoma, arch. Greene. 

Marina City, arch. Bertrand Goldberg. 
Presbyterian Church, Penn., arch. R. Guirgola & 
Mitchell. 
Guild House, Penn., arch. R. Venturi & J. Rauch. 
Second Capital of Pakistan, arch. Louis Kahn. 
Therapeutic Research Lab., U. of Penn., arch. T. 
Vreeland & F. Schlesinger. 
Unitarian Church, Rochester, N.Y., arch. Louis 
Kahn. 
Swim & Tennis Club, arch. Moore, Lyndon, Turn-
bull & Whitaker. 
Haystack School, Maine, arch. Edward Larrabee 
Barnes. 

from "Architects on Architecture" by Paul 
Heyer (Allen Lane The Penguin Press $25.00), and 
"Zodiac 17, A Review of Contemporary Architecture". 



through `oceans' of literature .. . 

no wading 

dial dunlop! 
Don't waste precious time trying to fathom out 
flooring problems — let the Dunlop Flooring Ser-
vice come to your rescue! Dunlop's team of 
specialists never get out of their depth when it 
comes to flooring matters. So when your next job 
reaches the flooring stage — dive for the telephone 
and dial Dunlop — they'll come up with the right 
answers on smooth surface flooring — fast! 

DAH 

DUNLOPILLO PTY. LTD. 
FLOORING DEPARTMENT 

Melb.: 96 Flinders Street, 3000 	 630371 
Syd.: 185 Canterbury Rd., Bankstown, 2200 70 0231 
Bris.: Precision St., Salisbury North, 4107 471691 

Adel.: 412 Main North East Rd., Windsor 
Gardens, 5087 	 61 3611 

Perth: 424 Murray Street, 6000 	 21 8141 
Hobart: 179-191 Murray Street, 7000 	3 3515 
Launceston: 328 Invermay Road, 7250 	60261 
DUNLOP FLOORING SERVICE 
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